
Get Chipped, Then Charge Without Plastic You Are The Card 
 

Applied Digital Solutions designed the VeriChip. It's about the size of a grain of rice. This chip 

was designed to hold information that could be read with special electronic scanners. The 

company has stated the chip has the ability to hold a person's medical records or security codes. 

The plan to sell a computer ID chip that can be embedded beneath people's skin. The chip is your 

bank account, your health records and all the information they can get on you. 

This is a warning to the churches. You cannot afford to take the mark: You are being led 
into a snare that is coming on the whole earth. 

Luke 21:35 “For it will come upon all those who live on the face of the whole earth.” 

Revelation 13:13 “And he performed great and miraculous signs even causing fire to come 

down from heaven to earth in full view of men.” (14) “Because of the signs, he was given 

power to do on behalf of the first beast, he deceived the inhabitants on earth. He ordered 

them to set up an image in honor of the beast who was wounded by the sword and yet 

lived. (15) He was given power to give breath to the image of the first beast, so that it could 

speak and cause all who refused to worship the image to be killed. (16) He also forced 

everyone, small and great, rich and poor, free and slave to receive a mark on his right hand 

or his forehead. (17) So that on one could buy or sell unless he had the mark, which is the 

name of the beast or the number of his name. (18) This calls for wisdom. If anyone has 

insight, let him calculate the number of the beast for it is man’s number. His number is 

666.” 

Revelation 14:9-12 “A third angel followed them and said in a loud voice, if anyone 

worships the beast and his image and receives his mark on the forehead or on the hand. 

(10) he, too, will drink of the wine of God’s fury, which has been poured full strength into 

the cup of his wrath. He will be tormented with burning sulfur in the presence of the holy 

angles and of the Lamb. (11) And the smoke of their torment rises up for ever and ever. 

There is no rest, day or night, for those who worship the beast and his image, or for anyone 

who receives the mark of his name. (12) This calls for patient endurance on the part of the 

saints who obey God’s commandments and remain faithful to Jesus.” 

 

 



THE WORD “MARK” MEANS: 

Strong’s definition: G5580 xapyua chargma Khar’-ad-mah From the same as G482:: a 

scratch or etching, that is, stamp (as a badge of servitude) or sculptured figure (statue): 

graven, mark. 

G5482 xapa, charax, Khar’ax From “charasso” (to sharpento a point; akin to G1125 through 

the idea of scratching); a stake, that is, (by implication) a palisade or rampart (military 

mound for circumvaliation in a siege)” trench 

G1125 ypapco, grapho graf-o A primary verb; to “grave”, especially to write, figuratively to 

describe: describe, write(-ing). And that no man might buy or sell, save he that had the 

mark, or the name of the beast, or the number of his name. (Rev 13:17) MARK i.e. a scar 

The needle makes the mark: a chip is inserted with a barcode in it, (www=World Wide 

Web) that is the Greek character for six six six(666). All your medical information and 

everything needed to be known about you in order that a scanner can be waved over your 

right hand or forehead, in order that you may buy or sell, get medical treatment, drive, fly, 

hold a job, etc. 

Many think that when the system is set up they will be raptured already.  The scripture 

talks about the snare that comes on the whole world and many don’t understand they have 

moved into the snare already. For example I want to refer you again to Revelation 13. It 

says that no man might buy or sell, save he that have the mark, or the name of the beast, or 

the number of his name. 

 
 


